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Fill in the blanks with the correct is or are:

Story 1

In a small village, there ___________ a cozy library. The library

___________ the heart of the community where people

___________ always reading and discussing books. The librarian,

Mr. Smith, ___________ a friendly man who ___________

passionate about literature. Today, there ___________ a book fair

at the library. Children ___________ excited because they

___________ going to meet a famous author. The books on the

shelves ___________ neatly arranged, and the atmosphere

___________ lively.

Story 2

Sarah ___________ a talented artist who ___________ in a studio

downtown. Her paintings ___________ colorful and vibrant. She

___________ working on a new project that ___________ going to

be displayed in a gallery. Her friends ___________ supportive and

often visit her studio. Today, there ___________ an art show, and

Sarah ___________ nervous but excited. The paintings

___________ ready, and the guests ___________ arriving.
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Story 1 - Answers

In a small village, there **is** a cozy library. The library **is** the heart of

the community where people **are** always reading and discussing

books. The librarian, Mr. Smith, **is** a friendly man who **is**

passionate about literature. Today, there **is** a book fair at the library.

Children **are** excited because they **are** going to meet a famous

author. The books on the shelves **are** neatly arranged, and the

atmosphere **is** lively.

Story 2 - Answers

Sarah **is** a talented artist who **works** in a studio downtown. Her

paintings **are** colorful and vibrant. She **is** working on a new

project that **is** going to be displayed in a gallery. Her friends **are**

supportive and often visit her studio. Today, there **is** an art show, and

Sarah **is** nervous but excited. The paintings **are** ready, and the

guests **are** arriving.
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